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BE COMPLIANT WITH ATRAX
WEIGHING PRODUCTS
ATRAX has approvals and certificates for scale accuracy
and equipment safety, from relevant government and
independent testing agencies, for use in over 120 countries.
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World Leaders in weighing
and dimensioning FOR THE
AIRPORT AND LOGISTICS
INDUSTRIES
ATRAX Group is the world leader in the design,
manufacture, integration and support of a full range of
industrial weighing, measurement and related control
systems for the Airport and Logistics industries.
Established over 25 years ago, we have become truly
worldwide specialists in the areas of airport baggage,
cargo and express parcel.
Today, our products and systems are installed and
utilised in over 800 airport sites across more than
100 countries.
Our unrivalled quality and capabilities mean that we
can be trusted to provide you with fast and accurate
measuring equipment that meet technical specifications,
Government regulations and industry standards around
the world. Our products ensure your compliance, revenue
protection and operational safety.

THE MOST ADVANCED RANGE
OF CUSTOMER FOCUSED
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
We are renowned for reliable, accurate and cost effective
measurement products, designed for ease of use and
maintenance, supported by an extensive global network.
Our products used in the airport baggage, cargo and
express parcel industries protect our customer’s revenue
and enhance operational efficiencies.
Our collaborative partnership approach ensures on time
and successful project outcomes. Our specialist expertise
gives our clients the benefits of innovative design solutions
and cost effective dedicated high volume manufacturing.
ATRAX’s market proven products are rigorously tested both
internally and by independent auditors and have gained
approval by regulatory bodies all around the world.
In addition to our comprehensive suite of products and
services our research and development teams are always
available to solve your challenges and those of tomorrow.

Weighing

Volumetric
Scanning

Baggage scales
Oversize baggage scales
Passenger self-check scales
Cabin bag measuring units
Dynamic scales (in-motion)
Load indicators
Cargo scales
Drive-over scales
Platform scales
Digital weight indicators

Digital Displays

Controls &
Components

Large figure scale displays
Outdoor/indoor displays

Loose cargo volume
measurement
Bulk cargo volume
measurement
Parcel size and volume
measurement
Dimensioning on moving
conveyors

Networked conveyor control
modules
Extended operator panels
(check-in conveyor control)
Full range of junction boxes,
scale and conveyor wheels,
adjustable feet, rollers,
casters, ball transfer units
and more

Variable message displays
Alpha-numeric displays
Networked displays
Digital signage

Providing complete solutions and individual components for the following uses:

Airport Baggage

Air Cargo

Express Parcel

Baggage check-in, self-check, bag drop and
group baggage weighing
Oversized, checked and carry-on
baggage weighing
Excess baggage measurement
Bag make-up room signage
Overweight and balance detection
Flight load and balance
Plane overload prevention
Flight information display systems
Volumetric bag measurement - stationary
and on-conveyor
Cost-efficient conveyor control

Loose/bulk cargo weighing and
dimensioning measurement
ULD weighing
Truck dock-level scales
TV and ETV weighing
Flight information display systems
Flight load and balance
Plane overload prevention
Networked data collection and printing
Fast measurement, accurate, safe
and efficient loading
Revenue accuracy

Loose/bulk cargo weighing and
dimension measurement
Dynamic on-conveyor/on-tilt tray weight and
dimension measurement
ULD weighing
Flight information display systems, fast
and efficient guidance
Plane overload prevention
Overweight and balance detection
Networked data collection and printing
Fast measurement, accurate, safe
and efficient loading
Revenue accuracy

Supported by our service and systems capabilities:
Service Support/Calibration

Data Management System

Equipment - modular and configurable designs that plug together
Well documented, easy-to-run self-diagnostics
International network of qualified service agents available
Calibration services
Easy-to-use manuals show customers how to do operational
calibration and maintenance checks
Spare parts in strategic locations worldwide
Dial-in remote monitoring for some products

Our equipment can be networked
Some products are web-enabled, allowing remote data access
Data can be made available on Local Area Network (LAN) or on the web
Data inputs by keyboard, barcode, RFID and other custom solutions

ATRAX USED WORLDWIDE
At ATRAX we take pride in being internationally
competitive and responsive to our customer’s needs,
focusing our skills and efforts entirely on our
specialist field.
We are completely dedicated to the Airport and
Logistics industries finding the best and most costeffective solutions for you, wherever you are in the
world.

EUROPE
ASIA
NORTH
AMERICA

Eight of the top
10 busiest
airports in Asia
use Atrax
ACI

MIDDLE EAST

AFRICA

Four of the top
5 busiest cargo
airports in the
world use ATRAX
IATA
SOUTH
AMERICA

Our products are engineered to be
cost-effective for you through clever
design that maximises performance
while minimising cost. We then source
globally, getting the best raw materials
at optimum prices and manufacturing
our products in multiple global locations.
ATRAX products and systems are installed
and utilised in over 800 airport sites across
more than 100 countries. We take pride in
going further than our competitors in
supporting the reliability of our products through
our wide network of international service agents.

AUSTRALASIA

Top 3 ‘World’s
Best Airports’ all
use ATRAX
Skytrax Airport
Awards

Ten of the top 12
busiest airports
in China use
ATRAX
CAAC

The busiest
cargo airport in
the world uses
ATRAX scales exclusively!

Trusted in over 100 countries

Choose ATRAX for
Aviation/Logistics speciality - we are solely focused
on product quality and innovation for this market
Technical Skill - delivering technically superior
solutions in modern well designed products
High Quality - everything we produce is
manufactured to the highest standards. Our
exceptional product reliability is the result of designs
that are tested daily around the world
Cost-Effective results - using our global production
volumes to maximise value for you
Support - accessible, responsive and
knowledgeable. We guarantee our clients an
unrivalled level of products support
Innovation - bringing relevant new products and
solutions to market, to serve your business today
and tomorrow
Integration - incorporating functions such as
networked communications and control, that meet
your system needs for materials handling and data
capture
Approvals from Government Weights and
Measures Departments worldwide - no company
has more international approvals than ATRAX
Wide installed product base - trusted in over 100
countries

BE COMPLIANT WITH OUR
WEIGHING PRODUCTS
Many weighing systems require approvals by local
and international authorities. ATRAX offers you
weighing equipment and accessories with a wide
range of global approvals.

A Few Key Installations
The following are some of our reference locations, for baggage and cargo scales, plus
express parcel projects.
Asia
- Hong Kong
- Guangzhou
- Shanghai
- Kunming
- Shenzhen
- Changsha
- Urumqi
- Hangzhou
- Xiamen
- Tokyo
- Osaka
- Seoul
- Bangkok
- Taipei
- Kaohsiung
- Kuala Lumpur
- Penang
- Kuching
- Singapore
- New Delhi
- Mumbai
- Kolkota
- Chennai
- Bangalore
- Manila
- Cebu
- Jakarta
- Surabaya
- Dhaka
- Mandalay
- Ho Chi Minh City
- Hanoi
- Danang
- Maldives

Middle East
- Dubai
- Abu Dhabi
- Bahrain
- Jeddah
- Riyadh
- Medina
- Cairo
- Luxor
- Sharm el Sheikh
- Doha
- Kuwait City
- Tehran
- Kabul
- Amman
- Baghdad
- Muscat
North America
- San Francisco
- Miami
- New York
- Dallas/Fort Worth
- Los Angeles
- Sacramento
- Detroit
- Anchorage
- Honolulu
- Toronto
- Vancouver
- Montreal
- Ottawa
- Calgary
- Edmonton

South America
- Santiago
- Bogota
- Mexico City
- Montevideo
- Guayaquil
- Cordoba
Europe
- Florence
- Catania
- Stockholm
- Prague
- Kiev
- Kharkov
- Moscow
- Sochi
- Budapest
- Bratislava
- Tbilisi
- Sofia
- Krakow
- Bucharest
- Larnaca
- Nice
- Gatwick
- Luton
- Istanbul
- Antalya
- Ankara

Africa
- Cape Town
- Johannesburg
- Durban
- Tripoli
- Lagos
- Khartoum
- Addis Ababa
- Nairobi
- Port Louis Mauritius
- Gaborone
- Dar es Salaam
- Seychelles
Australasia
- Sydney
- Brisbane
- Melbourne
- Perth
- Canberra
- Adelaide
- Darwin
- Auckland
- Christchurch
- Wellington
- Dunedin
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